Abstract
Introduction
With the large number of companies using the Internet to distribute and collect information, knowledge discovery on the Webor Web mininghas become an important research area. Web mining can be divided into three areas, namely Web content mining, Web structure mining, and Web usage mining (also called Web log mining) (Cooley, Srivastava, & Mobasher, 1997) . Web content mining focuses on discovery of information stored on the Internetthat is, the various search engines. Web structure mining can be used when improving the structural design of a Web site. Web usage mining, the main topic of this chapter, focuses on knowledge discovery from the usage of individual Web sites.
Web usage mining is mainly based on the activities recorded in the Web log, the log file written by the Web server recording individual requests made to the server. An important notion in a Web log is the existence of user sessions. A user session is a sequence of requests from a single user within a certain time window. Of particular interest is the discovery of frequently performed sequences of actions by the Web userthat is, frequent sequences of visited Web pages.
The work presented in this chapter has to a large extent been motivated by collaboration with the e-learning company Zenaria (www.zenaria.com) . Zenaria is in the business of creating e-learning, namely interactive stories told through a series of video-sequences. The story is formed by a user first viewing a video-sequence and then choosing between some predefined options, based on the video-sequence. Depending on the user's choice, a new video-sequence is shown and new options are presented. The choices of a user will form a complete storya walkthrough reflecting the choices made by the individual users. Traditionally, stories have been distributed on CD-ROM, and a consultant has evaluated the walkthroughs by observing the users. However, Zenaria now wants to distribute its stories using the Internet (i.e., a walkthrough will correspond to a Web session). Thus, the consultants will now have to use Web usage mining technology to evaluate the walkthroughs.
Data warehousing and database management system (DBMS) technologies excel in handling large amounts of data with good performance and ease-of-use. These technologies support a wide range of complex analysis queries, such as aggregation queries with constraints very well due to techniques such as bitmapped indices, ma-Much work has been performed on extracting various patterns from Web logs, and the application of the discovered knowledge range from improving the design and structure of a Web site to enabling companies to provide more targeted marketing. One line of work features techniques for working directly on the log file (Cooley et al., 1997; . Another line of work concentrates on creating aggregated structures of the information in the Web log (Spiliopoulou et al., 1998; Pei et al., 1999) . The Hypertext Probabilistic Grammar framework (Borges et al., 1999) , utilizing the theory of grammars, is such an aggregated structure. Yet another line of work focuses on using database technology in the clickstream analysis (Andersen et al., 2000; Büchner, Anand, Mulvenna, & Hughes, 2000) , building a so-called "data Webhouse" (Kimball & Merz, 2000) . Several database schemas have been suggested, for example, the click fact star schema where the individual click is the primary fact (Kimball & Merz, 2000) . Several commercial tools for analyzing Web logs exist (Wu, Yu, & Ballman, 1998; Spiliopoulou et al., 1998) , but their focus is mostly on statistical measures (e.g., most frequently visited pages), and they provide only limited facilities for clickstream analysis. Finally, a prominent line of work focuses on mining sequential patterns in general sequence databases (Agrawal et al., 1995; Agrawal et al., 1996; Pei et al., 1999; Pei, Han, B. Mortazavi-asl, & Zhu, 2000) . However, all the mentioned approaches have inherent weaknesses in that they either have huge storage requirements, slow performance due to many scans over the data, or problems when additional information (e.g., user demographics) are introduced into the analysis. Another line of research tries to provide database/data warehouse support for generic data mining techniques, but does not consider Web log mining (Han, 1997; Hinneburg et al., 2000; Sarawagi et al., 1998) .
This chapter presents a number of approaches that combine data warehousing and data mining techniques in order to analyze Web logs. After introducing the well-known click and session DW schemas (Kimball & Merz, 2000) , the chapter presents the subsession schema which allows fast queries on sequences of page visits (Andersen et al., 2000) . Then, the chapter presents the so-called hybrid technique (Jespersen, Thorhauge, & Pedersen, 2002) , which combines DW Web log schemas (Kimball & Merz, 2000) with a data mining technique called Hypertext Probabilistic Grammars (Borges, 2000) , hereby providing fast and flexible constraint-based Web log analysis. Finally, the chapter presents a "post-check enhanced" improvement of the hybrid technique. This chapter is the first to provide an integrated presentation A strong point of this approach is that almost all information from the Web log is retained within the data warehouse. Individual clicks within the individual sessions can be tracked, and very detailed click information is available. This approach can utilize existing OLAP techniques such as pre-aggregation to efficiently extract knowledge on individual pages.
When querying for sequences of clicks, using the click fact schema, several join and self-join operations are needed to extract even relative short sequences (Andersen et al., 2000) , severely degrading performance for large fact tables.
The.Session.Fact.Schema
The session fact schema uses the entire session as the primary fact in the data warehouse (Kimball & Merz, 2000) , thereby ignoring the individual clicks within a session. Only the requests for the start and end page are stored as a field value on the individual session fact entry. The approach is therefore not suitable for querying for detailed information about sequences of clicks or even individual clicks in a session. Queries on entire sessions are however quite efficient (Andersen et al., 2000) . An example session fact schema can be seen in Figure 2 . We will not present strong and weak points for this approach, since it is unable to perform analysis of sequences of clicks, which is a key requirement for us.
Figure 2. Session fact schema
thermore, in the sequence join conditions, for example, "c2.number_in_session=c3. number_in_session-1", the "-1" part of the condition means using indices joining will not be applicable, leading to very long query processing times. If we wanted to find subsessions of length 2-8 instead, the query would be twice as long, with even worse performance. SELECT us.url_sequence AS start_url, u2 .url_name as end_url, s.length, COUNT(*) AS occurences FROM subsession_fact s,url_sequence us WHERE us.subsession_key=s.subsession_key AND length<=5 SELECT url_sequence, length, occurences FROM ( (SELECT u1.url_name||u2 .url_name as url_sequence, 2 AS length, COUNT(*) AS occurences FROM url_dimension u1,url_dimension u2,click_fact c1,click_fact c2 WHERE c1.number_in_session=c2.number_in_session-1 AND c1.session_key = c2.session_key AND c1.url_key=u1.url_key AND c2.url_key=u2.url_key GROUP BY url_sequence,length) UNION ALL (SELECT u1.url_name||u2.url_name|| u3 .url_name as url_sequence, 3 AS length, COUNT(*) AS occurences FROM url_dimension u1,url_dimension u2,url_dimension u3, click_fact c1,click_fact c2,click_fact c3 WHERE c1.number_in_session=c2.number_in_session-1 AND c2.number_in_session=c3.number_in_session-1 AND c1.session_key = c2.session_key AND c2.session_key = c3.session_key AND c1.url_key=u1.url_key AND c2.url_key=u2.url_key AND c3.url_key=u3.url_key GROUP BY url_sequence,length) UNION ALL (SELECT u1.url_name||u2.url_name||u3.url_name||u4 .url_name AS url_sequence, 4 AS length, COUNT(*) AS occurences FROM url_dimension u1,url_dimension u2,url_dimension u3,url_dimension u4, click_fact c1,click_fact c2,click_fact c3,click_fact c4 WHERE c1.number_in_session=c2.number_in_session-1 AND c2.number_in_session=c3.number_in_session-1 AND c3.number_in_session=c4.number_in_session-1 AND c1.session_key = c2.session_key AND c2.session_key = c3.session_key AND c3.session_key = c4.session_key AND c1.url_key=u1.url_key AND c2.url_key=u2.url_key AND c3.url_key=u3.url_key AND c4.url_key=u4.url_key GROUP BY url_sequence,length) UNION ALL (SELECT u1.url_name|| u2.url_name||u3.url_name||u4.url_name||u5 .url_name AS url_sequence, 5 AS length, COUNT(*) AS occurrences FROM url_dimension u1, url_dimension u2, url_dimension u3, url_dimension u4, url_dimension u5, click_fact c1, click_fact, c2 ,click_fact c3,click_fact c4,click_fact c5 WHERE c1.number_in_session=c2.number_in_session-1 AND c2.number_in_session=c3.number_in_session-1 AND c3.number_in_session=c4.number_in_session-1 AND c4.number_in_session=c5.number_in_session-1 AND c1.session_key = c2.session_key AND c2.session_key = c3.session_key AND c3.session_key = c4.session_key AND c4.session_key = c5.session_key c1.url_key=u1.url_key AND c2.url_key=u2.url_key) AND c3.url_key=u3.url_key AND c4.url_key=u4.url_key) AND c5.url_key=u5.url_key GROUP BY url_sequence,length) ) ORDER BY occurences DESC,length DESC,url_sequence ASC Figure 4 . Subsession SQL query for click fact schema (taken from Andersen et al., 2000) In contrast, the simple query seen in Figure 4 finds the same answer using a subsession fact table. The query only joins the fact table with one small dimension table, and the query can be efficiently supported by materialized views.
As we have seen, storing subsessions explicitly in the database instead of implicitly (through join-operations) will allow for better performance on queries concerning sequences of clicks. There is a tradeoff between the amount of storage used and query performance, but if a Web site has relatively short sessions, the storage overhead is manageable (Andersen et al., 2000) . This technique can answer sequencerelated queries much faster than, for example, the click fact schema (Andersen et al., 2000) .
However, as hinted above, the longer the sessions, the more storage is needed for storing the information for all subsessions. The number of subsessions generated from a session of length n can be estimated using the formula 0.5 * (n-1) 2 (Andersen et al., 2000) . A study shows that the storage overhead can vary between a factor of 4 and a factor above 20, depending on the characteristics of the sessions on a Web site (Andersen et al., 2000) . Some methods for reducing the number of subsessions that are to be stored have been suggested, including ignoring either very short or very long subsessions or ignoring certain subsessions. For example, if only subsessions of length 2-10 are stored, the number of subsession facts will only be nine times the number of click facts, meaning that it is feasible to store them all.
Hypertext.Probabilistic.Grammars
The nature of Web sites, Web pages, and link navigation has a nice parallel in formal language theory which proves rather intuitive and presents a model for extracting information about user sessions. The model uses a Hypertext Probabilistic Grammar (HPG) that rests upon the well-established theoretical area of languages and grammars. We will present this parallel using the example Web to the left in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Example Web site and corresponding HPG
The left side of Figure 5 shows a number of Web pages and the links that connect them. As can be seen, the structure is very similar to a grammar with a number of states and a number of productions leading from one state to another. It is this parallel that the model explores. The model uses all Web pages as states (this is only true if the HPG is created with a so-called "history depth" of 1, to be addressed below) and adds two additional artificial states, the start state S and the end state F, to form all states of the grammar. We will throughout the chapter use the terms state and page interchangeably. From the processing of the sessions in the Web log, each state will be marked with the number of times it has been requested. The probability of a production is assigned based on the information in the Web log so that the probability of a production is proportional to the number of times the given link was traversed relative to the number of times the state on the left side of the production was visited. Note that not all links within a Web site may have been traversed, so some of the links might not be represented in an HPG. The probability of a string in the language of the HPG can be found by multiplying the probabilities of the productions needed to generate the string. Note that Web pages might be linked in a circular fashion and therefore the language of the HPG could be infinite. A HPG therefore specifies a threshold η against which all strings are evaluated. If the probability of the string is below the threshold, the string will not be included in the language of the HPG (with the assigned threshold). This will generate a complete language for a given HPG with a given threshold, L η . Mining an HPG is essentially the process of extracting high-probability strings from the grammar. These strings are called rules (the notion of a rule and a string will be used interchangeably). These rules will describe the most preferred trails on the Web site since they are traversed with a high probability. Mining can be done using both a breath-first and a depth-first search algorithm (Borges, 2000) .
A parameter α is used when mining an HPG to allow for mining of rules "inside" the grammarthat is, rules with a leftmost state that has not necessarily been the first request in any session. This is done by assigning probability to productions from the start state to all other states depending on α and whether or not the state is first in a session. An example HPG is shown to the right in Figure 5 . Note that, as mentioned above, not all links on the Web pages are necessarily represented in the grammar. The link A1→A3 from Figure 5 (left) has not been traversed and is therefore not represented in the grammar. In Figure 5 , a Web page maps to a state in the grammar. The HPG can also be generated with a history-depth N above 1. With a history-depth of, for example, 2, each state represents two Web pages requested in sequence. The structure of the HPG remains the same, but each state now has a "memory" of the N last states traversed. With N=3, a state might then be named A1A3A5, for the traversal A1→A3→A5. The mining of rules on the HPG using a simple breath-first search algorithm has been shown to be too un-precise for extracting a manageable number of rules. Heuristics have been proposed to allow for a more fine-grained mining of rules from an HPG . The heuristics are aimed at specifying controls that more accurately and intuitively present relevant rules mined from an HPG and allow for, for example, generation of longer rules and for only returning a subset of the complete ruleset.
Representing.Additional.Information
An HPG has no memory of detailed click information in the states. Thus, if rules using additional informationfor example, sessions for users with specific demographic parameterswere to be mined, each production should be split into a number of middle-states, where each middle-state would represent some specific combination of the parameters. Each middle-state should then be labeled with the respective combinations of information. This is illustrated in Figure 6 , where A and B are original states and 1 to 7 represent new middle-states. Note that the probability of going from a middle-state to B is 1 for each middle-state.
Note also that Figure 6 only illustrates additional information grouped into seven different categories, which, for example, could be some demographic information about the user. If several different kinds of information were to be represented, the number of middle states would increase exponentially, since all combinations of the different kinds of parameters should potentially be represented for all states in the HPG, thus creating a problem with state explosion. For instance, if the HPG should represent the gender and marital status of users, each production could potentially be split into four middle-states. If the HPG should also represent whether a user had children, each production needs to be split into eight middle states. This factor increases with the cardinality of each additional parameter. This solution scales very poorly. For instance, representing gender, age in years, salary (grouped into ten categories), number of children (five categories), job status (10 categories), and Figure 6 . HPG with additional information years of working experience could easily require each production to be split into over four million (2 * 110 * 10 * 5 * 10 * 40) middle states. Doing this for an HPG that includes only ten interconnected states would require over 400 million states (including middle-states) in the full HPG. This is clearly not a scalable solution, since the number of clicks represented might not even be 400 million. Furthermore, the existing algorithms (Borges, 2000) should be expanded to be able to work on this new type of state in the HPG.
Alternatively, a single middle-state could be inserted in each production, containing a structure indicating the distribution of clicks over the parameters. This would effectively reduce the state-explosion but require significant changes to the existing mining algorithms to include parameters in the mining process and to support, for example, mining of rules for a range of parameter-values.
We now discuss pros and cons of the HPG approach.
Pros
The size of an HPG is not proportional to the number of sessions it represents, but to the number of states and productions in the grammar, which makes the model very compact, scalable, and self-contained. Additional sessions can easily be added to an existing HPG and thereby allow for an HPG to grow in the number of sessions represented without growing in size. Performing data mining on an HPG outputs a number of rules describing the most preferred trails on the Web site using probability, which is a relatively intuitive measure of the usage of a Web site. Mining the HPG for a small, high-probability set of rules requires the usage of the described heuristics, which provides the user of the HPG with several parameters in order to tune the ruleset to his or her liking and extract rules for a very specific area.
Cons
The HPG does not preserve the ordering of clicks which is found in the sessions added (using a history depth above 1 will preserve some ordering). Therefore the rules mined could potentially be false trails in the sense that none or few sessions include the trail, but a large number of sessions include the different parts of the trail. In order to extract rules for a specific subset of all sessions in the HPG, a specialized HPG for exactly these sessions needs to be created. This is because a "complete" HPG does not have a memory of individual clicks and their session, as described above. A collection of sessions can potentially contain a very large number of different subsets, so building and storing specialized HPGs for every subset is not a scalable option, as mentioned above. Therefore, if more specialized HPGs are needed, there would be a need for storing the Web log information so that the desired session could be extracted later on and a specialized HPG could be built and mined.
The.Hybrid.Approach

Overview
As mentioned in the preceding sections, each approach has some inherent strengths and weaknesses. The click and subsession fact approaches handle additional information easily, but result either in huge I/O or huge storage requirements. On the other hand, an HPG can efficiently mine long rules for a large collection of sessions, but is not able to represent additional information in a scalable way. To remedy this situation, we now present the hybrid approach for extracting information about the use of a Web site, utilizing the potential for mining very specific rules present in the HPG approach while still allowing for the representation of additional information using a click fact schema in a data warehouse, utilizing existing DW technology. The main idea is to create HPGs on demand, where each dynamically created HPG represents a specialized part of the information in the Web log. Our proposal for a hybrid approach combines the click fact schema with the HPG model, creating a flexible technique able to answer both general and detailed queries regarding Web usage. Using the detailed information from the click fact schema means that almost no data is lost in the conversion from Web log to database.
However, we also need some kind of abstraction or simplification applied to the query results. In short, we want to be able to specify exactly what subset of the information we want to discover knowledge for. An HPG provides us with a simple technique to create an overview from detailed information. The scalability issues and somewhat lack of flexibility in the HPG model must though also be kept in mind as we want to be flexible with regards to querying possibilities. The concept of the hybrid approach is shown in Figure 7 . As mentioned above, creating specialized HPGs would require storing the original Web log information and creating each specialized HPG when required. Storing the original Web log file is not very efficient since, for example, a lot of non-optimized string-processing would be required, so some other format needs to be devised. The click fact schema described above provides this detailed level, since it preserves the ordering of the Web log and furthermore offers database functionality such as backup, optimized querying, and the possibility of OLAP techniques such as preaggregation to be applied. However, a more subtle feature of the click fact schema actually offers itself directly to the HPG model and proves useful in our solution.
The database schema for the click fact table includes unique keys for both the referrer and the destination for each click. These two keys uniquely identify a specific production within a grammar since each key is a reference to a page and thus a state. Thereby we are able to extract all productions from the click fact table simply by returning all combinations of url_key and referrer_key. Each occurrence of a specific combination of keys will represent a single traversal of the corresponding link on the Web site.
Retrieving all states from an HPG is immediately possible from the click fact schema. The url_dimension table holds information about each individual page on the Web site, therefore a single query could easily retrieve all states in the grammar and a count of how many times the state was visited, both in total and as first or last in a session. The queries can be used to initialize an HPG. This would normally be done using an algorithm iterating over all states in the sessions (Borges, 2000) , but using the database representation, the required information can be retrieved in a few simple database queries. Note that some post-processing of the query results are necessary for a nice in-memory representation.
Creating specialized HPGs is indeed possible with this approach. Inserting a constraint layer between the database software and the creation process for an HPG will allow for restrictions on the information represented in the HPG. Extending the queries described above to only extract information for clicks with certain characteristics will allow for creation of an HPG only representing this information. Thereby rules mined on this HPG will be solely for clicks with the specific characteristics. Using this concept, specialized HPGs can be created on-demand from the database. For instance, the consultant might be interested in learning about the characteristics of walkthroughs for male, senior salesmen in a company. The consultant will specify this constraint, and the queries above are modified to only extract the productions and the states that apply to the constraint. The queries will therefore only extract the sessions generated by male, senior salesmen in the company, and the HPG built from these sessions will produce rules telling about the characteristic behavior of male, senior salesmen.
This approach utilizes some of the techniques earlier described, but combines them to utilize the strong sides and avoid some of the weak sides.
Pros
The limitations of the "simple" HPG framework of not being able to efficiently represent additional information are avoided with this hybrid approach. The ability to easily generate a specialized HPG overcomes the shortcomings of not being able to store all possible specialized HPGs. Saving the Web log information in the click fact table (and thus in the database) gives us a tool for storing information which arguably is preferable to storing the original log file. A DBMS has many techniques for restoring, querying, and analyzing the information with considerable performance gains over processing on raw textual data such as a log file. Combining the click fact schema, which offers a detailed level of information, and the HPG framework, which offers a more generalized and compact view of the data, will allow for different views on the same data within the same model, without storing information redundantly on non-volatile storage (the extracted HPGs only exist in main memory).
Cons
As the hybrid approach mines results using the HPG, false trails might be presented to the user, which is a characteristic inherited from the general HPG approach. This is obviously a critical issue since this might lead to misinterpretations of the data. Using a history depth greater than 1 might reduce the number of false trails.
Open Issues
The performance of generating specialized HPGs using queries on top of a database is an open issue that will be explored next. The number of rules mined from an HPG should not be too large and the rules should not be too short, so some of the heuristics mentioned above need to be used when mining the HPG to be able to present the information to the user in a manageable way.
Prototype.Implementation
The architecture of the hybrid approach prototype is seen in Figure 8 . All modules within the system are implemented in Java. The prototype works as follows. First, the Web log file from the Web server is converted into an XML-based format. Then a Quilt query (Chamberlin, Robie, & Florescu, 2000) is executed on the XML file, resulting in a new XML file. An XML parser is then invoked which parses the XML into the click fact schema contained within the database. This part of the system is called the data warehouse loader. We then use a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) to control how the SQL query extracting data from the database should be constructed. The SQL generator then constructs four SQL queries which are used to query the database. We call this part the constraint layer. The results from these queries are used to construct an HPG structure held in main memory. A BFS mining algorithm then extracts rules from the HPG. This part is named HPG.
The system is designing to read information from a Web log. The typical format of a Web log is the Common Log Format (CLF) or the Extended Common Log Format (ECLF). Such Web logs contain the URL requested, the IP address (or a resolved name, if possible) of the computer making the request, and timestamps. An entry in a CLF log file for a single request is seen below:
ask.cs.auc.dk --[/Oct/00:0:: +000] "GET /educaton/datnf HTTP/.0" 0
The identification of users is non-trivial as above. The prototype does not implement any logic to handle user identification, but simply assumes that an IP maps directly to a user. Also, the prototype does not at present include any means to avoid proxy caching of data. Instead of writing a data warehouse loader reading the CLF format directly, we have chosen to convert it into a more high-level format, based on XML.
Once in this format, we are able to import and process our log data in a vast variety of programs which provides flexibility. The first step in loading the data into the data warehouse is cleansing the log data. Instead of cleansing directly on the log Figure 8 . Prototype architecture file using a temporary table in the database, or using other proposed techniques , we use the Quilt query language. Quilt is the predecessor of the XQuery language proposed by the W3C and is an SQL-like language for querying an XML structure. We use two Quilt queries to produce an XML file cleansed for irrelevant information and grouped into sessions for each host. When the Web log is transformed into XML, we are ready to load it into the data warehouse. Using a SAX parser, we have implemented separate transformers from XML to the click and subsession warehouse schemas described above. Provided with the XML file, the transformers parse our XML structure into the data warehouse schemas, and the loading is completed. No scheme for handling the uncertainty associated with the decision-time is implemented in the prototype, but it could readily be extended to assume that a predefined timespan was used handling, for example, streaming time for each request. Based on previous work , we have chosen to spawn a new session if the dwell time in a session exceeded 25 minutes. The spawning of a new session is handled by the log transformers in the prototype.
The main idea of combining a data warehouse with the HPG technique is the ability to constrain the data on which the HPG is built. We need SQL queries to extract our constrained set of data and then pass it on to a mechanism initializing our HPG. However, the extracted data must first be divided into session-specific and clickspecific information. This distinction is very important, as the constructed HPG could otherwise be incorrect.
Session Specific
Dimensions which are specific to an entire session will, when constrained on one or more of their attributes, always return entire sessions as the result. One such dimension is the session dimension. If the click fact schema is constrained to only return clicks referencing a subset of all sessions in the session dimension, it is assured that the clicks returned will form complete sessions. Also, if we assume that all sessions start and finish on the same date, the date dimension will also be session specific.
In an HPG context it means that the constructed HPG never has any disconnected statesstates where no productions are going either to or from.
Click Specific
Dimensions containing information about a single click will, if the click fact table is constrained on a subset of these keys, produce a set of single clicks which are probably not forming complete sessions. The probability of this will increase as the cardinality of the attribute grows or the number of selected attributes shrinks. For instance, when constraining on three URLs from a set of 1,000 in the URL dimension, the clicks returned will properly not constitute complete sessions, and the probability of false trails dramatically increase. Furthermore, the HPG produced will then consist of three states with potentially no productions between them and some productions leading to states not included in this HPG. These three states are disconnected states. To be able to derive any rules from an HPG, we need to have states with productions connecting them.
As we want the approach to provide the overview as well as the detail, these two types of dimensions must be dealt with before the HPG is built. The solution proposed here is to constrain the data in two stages. The two stages (see Figure 9 ) can briefly be described as follows.
First, we retrieve a temporary result using dimensions which are thought to be click specific (1a). The temporary result comes from joining the click-specific dimensions with the click fact schema on all constrained attributes. The distinct session keys from the temporary result (1b) can be used to get the subset of all clicks having these session keys, which is done in step 2. These distinct keys are session specific and will assure an interconnected HPG. Second, we constrain the result using dimensions which are thought to be session specific and the distinct session keys (2a). All constraints must be fulfilled on the dimension when joining with the click fact schema. The collection of retrieved clicks is interconnected (2b). Note that both steps in practice will be performed as one query. When executing queries on the database, java.util.ResultSet objects are returned. The HPG's initializing method is then provided with the respective ResultSet objects and dealt with internally in each method. The method used to initialize the HPG state set will initially run through the ResultSet object provided and create a State object for each row in Figure 9 . Two-step extraction process the ResultSet object. Transparency between the specific SQL query and the result used for HPG initialization is maintained, as the ResultSet object is well defined and not affected by a change in the SQL query. The HPG initialization method is at this stage provided with data, and as such, the extraction of data from the data warehouse is completed.
The HPG implementation consists of two parts: the HPG building method and a Breadth First Search (BFS) mining algorithm. The BFS algorithm is chosen instead of the Depth First Search (DFS) algorithm, as the latter has higher memory consumption (Borges, 2000) . The only difference between the prototype HPG implementation and work by Borges (2000) is that rules and productions are stored in main memory instead of a database. The HPG implemented in the prototype holds two simple lists in main memory, one for states and one for productions. These lists are initialized from the results from the constraint layer, and the mining process works entirely on these lists.
Experimental.Evaluation
We now briefly discuss the results of our experimental evaluation (additional details and figures can be found in Jespersen et al., 2002) . In evaluating the hybrid approach, we decided to evaluate the performance of the creation of HPGs on-the-fly both by itself and against a straightforward SQL-query on a subsession schema. The experiments were performed on both a non-optimized and an optimized implementation of the hybrid approach. We decided not to evaluate against a straight forward click fact schema since they perform poorly on sequences of clicks (Andersen et al., 2000) and would perform too poorly to be used for online mining. The goal of the experiments is to retrieve information concerning the performance of creating HPGs on-the-fly on top of a database. We have used the Web log from the Computer Science Department at Aalborg University for October 2001, containing 33,000 sessions, with a total of 115,000 valid clicks divided among 27,400 unique pages. The DBMS used in the evaluation is MySQL 4.0.1 running on an Intel 933 Mhz machine. The prototype described above is running on an AMD Athlon 1800 Mhz machine. We adopted the suggested convention (Andersen et al., 2000) of limiting the subsession length to 10 clicks to avoid a massive blowup in number of subsessions generated. Insertion of subsessions yielded a total of 620,000 entries in the subsession fact table divided among 490,000 different subsessions.
In the process of extracting rules from the data warehouse, three main tasks are performed. First, the database is queried for data used to initialize the HPG. Second, the HPG is built in main memory based on the extracted data, and third, the BFS mining algorithm extracts rules from the HPG. To test how the approach performs as the number of states increases, a range query test was performed.
By far the most time-consuming part in the hybrid approach is the database query time. In most cases, more than 90% of the total time is spent on this part. The time used for the BFS mining is very short. The time spent on initializing the HPG only adds little processing time to the overall processing time, usually 5-10%. Thus, it seems that a possible tuning effort should focus on the database query part.
One of the most obvious ways to optimize the database is to create indexes on the key attributes in the click fact schema. Materialized views are another promising opportunity for tuning.
We now compare the hybrid approach to the subsession schema on extraction of information for all sessions, session-specific constraints, and click-specific constraints.
All Sessions
It is found that the non-optimized hybrid approach performs poorer than.the subsession schema by a factor of approximately 25. However, the hybrid approach where both the database querying and the BFS mining is optimized takes only 30% longer than the subsession approach. The small performance advantage of the subsession approach comes at a large price: the storage requirements are more than five times higher than for the hybrid approach, due to the need to store subsession of all lengths.
Click-Specific Constraints
The test is performed by extracting information for all sessions containing requests including the string tbp, which is a specific personal homepage on the Web site. The hybrid approach proves to be a factor of 10 faster than the subsession schema approach; even in the non-optimized case, the optimized version is 20 times faster.
Session-Specific Constraints
The session-specific constraint is evaluated using a constraint on the total_ses-sion_seconds field from the session_dimension table. The optimized hybrid approach outperforms all the other approaches by an average factor of 3-4. All the other approaches are rather similar in performance. Again, the superior performance of the optimized hybrid approach is accompanied by a storage requirement that is more than five times smaller than the subsession approach.
To conclude, our evaluation of the hybrid approach has shown that the optimized hybrid approach is very competitive when compared to the subsession fact approach.
Even with a storage requirement that is more than five times smaller than for the subsession fact approach, the optimized hybrid approach performs 3-20 times faster. Only for mining all rules, the performance is a little slower, making the hybrid approach the clear winner.
The Post-Check Enhanced Hybrid Approach Overview
We now describe the concept of false trails in detail, derive the notion of a true rule, and present the Post Check Enhanced Hybrid (PEHA) approach for achieving true rules. To understand why a rule extracted from an HPG mining process could be indicating a false trail, it is important to note that the HPG model assumes that the productions expanded from a single state X are entirely dependent upon state X and not on any previous states. This assumption can be overcome somewhat by introducing history depth into the single states in the HPG. Then each state in the HPG models a sequence of, for example, three sequential clicks. The HPG model presented above implicitly used a history depth of 1. Note, that a rule extracted from an HPG is given with a certain probability. This probability can be translated into a number of sessions supporting (under the HPG assumption) the trail of the rule, called the expected number of sessions, E sessions , by multiplying this probability with the number of sessions that have visited the first state of the rule.
We now want to extend the hybrid approach so that it outputs entirely true rules instead of rules which might be (partly) falsethat is, have an incorrect support count.
First, we define an existing rule:
• Given a rule R, consisting of a sequence of states R=s 1 …s n , and a support level S sessions , indicating the number of sessions which include the sequence of states, R is an existing rule if and only if S sessions ≥ 1.
• We now define a false rule to be a rule that is not an existing rulethat is, a rule indicating a sequence of states not traversed by any sessions. We define a true rule as:
• Given an existing rule R, consisting of a sequence of states R=s 1 …s n , with an expected number of users E sessions , and a support level S sessions , indicating the number of sessions which include the sequence of states, R is a true rule if and only if E sessions = S sessions .
With the assumption of limited browsing history in the HPG model, the expected number of sessions for a rule might not be the correct support level of the rule.
In extending the hybrid approach, we note that the set of existing rules generated by the HPG model is a superset of the true rules, since a true rule will always be contained in an existing rule. This fact leads us towards an approach where the HPG model is used as a generator of candidate rules, which can then be validated (modified) to become true rules. In other words, the rules extracted from the HPG are checked against the actual log data to achieve the correct support level. In the following, the set of usage sessions are referred to as the true traversals.
To go from candidate rules to true rules, we must develop a way of post-checking or validating the candidate rules in order to convert them to true rules. This validation does not alter the page sequences, since the HPG ensures that the sequence is valid.
The validation is only an adjustment of the number of sessions having traversed the page sequence, to get the actual support of the page sequence. In essence, we want to adjust E sessions to be equal to S sessions . Using the hybrid approach, we already have the framework in place to perform this validation of support level. As described above, we have stored all clickstream information in a click fact schema, so the idea is to use this schema to validate a given rule.
Validating a rule in our click fact schema requires the execution of queries in which we join multiple instances of the click fact table as the click fact schema stores the individual clicks. We want the check of a candidate rule against the click fact schema to result in the number of sessions containing the given rule. By containing, we mean that a session includes the given sequence of Web pages in the rule at least once. If a session contains a sequence more than once, the support is only incremented with one. This definition of support is adopted elsewhere (Agrawal et al., 1995) .
Furthermore, there are some cases in which additional conditions apply which must be checked as well. The α parameter, used when mining a HPG for (candidate) rules, must also be considered when it is set to 0. Mining with α=0 means that all rules mined from the HPG are rules in which the first Web page is also the first page visited in a session. Furthermore, a rule might include the artificial end-state, which is not represented in the click fact schema, in its last production, indicating that the previous state was the last in a session. Adding these two special case conditions to the list of checks performed in the query, we get: If α>0, the check for is_first is omitted, and for rules not ending with the artificial end-state, the check for is_last is omitted. It is not possible to remove a join from the query when the check for is_first is not needed. Even though checking for the existence of referrer_key and url_key in the same table instance would do the job, condition 2 would be impossible to check. Condition 2 needs to be checked as we could otherwise risk missing pages visited inside session, thus generating wrong results.
The hybrid framework presents a flexible way to add constraints on rules extracted from the data warehouse. These constraints should also be applied when post checking a rule, since we should only want to count support for the sessions from which the rule was extracted. The use of constraints in post-checking of rules is quite similar to the use of constraints when creating the HPG in the hybrid approach. For sessionspecific constraints, a join between the click fact table and the dimension holding the constraint is added to the query. For click-specific constraints, the temporary table used when building the HPG is re-used by adding a join between the temporary table (which holds session-id's fulfilling the click-specific constraints) and the click fact table. An example query using constraints in post-checking a rule is given below. Here, extra joins on the date_dimension and the temp_dimension is added to illustrate the use of session-and click-specific constraints, respectively. 
Experimental.Evaluation
The evaluation of PEHA is aimed at comparing it with an existing Web usage mining approach based on data warehousing technology, namely the subsession schema. Note that we do not compare PEHA to the original hybrid approach since we are only interested in comparing approaches that always provide rules with correct support. The original hybrid approach will always be faster than PEHA since the post-checking phase is not done, but this comes at the cost of sometimes quite incorrect results (Jespersen, Pedersen, & Thorhauge, 2003) .
Two datasets are used in the experiments. Experiments are conducted for each dataset, namely the performance using three different ways of constraining the extracted rules (session and click specific, and both). For each constraint type, the threshold used for mining the HPG is varied. By decreasing the support threshold, we experienced an increasing average rule length and rule-set size for both datasets. In order to examine performance using rule-sets with different characteristics, we utilize this property to evaluate the performance for different average lengths of rules. The DBMS used is an industrial system supporting materialized views (for licensing issues, we cannot name the specific DBMS used). The DBMS and MIMER is running on an Athlon XP1800+ with 512 MB of memory and Windows 2000.
For most SQL queries used, matching materialized views are implemented in order to optimize the query performance. Likewise, the queries on the subsession schema are also optimized using materialized views. In the experiments, only rules of length less than 10 are post-checked since the materialized views used are dedicated views for each rule length and not designed to promote the post-checking of longer rules. The space used to hold the materialized views used and the subsession approach are approximately 185 MB and 740 MB, respectively. Each Web log is loaded into the data warehouse using a batch load utility. Because of the very time-consuming task of constructing and loading very long subsessions, only subsessions of length up to 5 is generated, which is ok since we only want to compare the performance and not the correctness of rule extraction by the two approaches. Additionally, rules longer than 5 will in practice be rare and have low support, and are thus not that interesting from a practical point of view.
The results of extracting and post-checking rules through MIMER using the DB dataset show that MIMER and all of the sub-tasks in MIMER perform in approximately constant time, even as the average rule length is increased. On average, 75% of the total time is used to extract data from the DBMS and construct the HPG structure in main memory. The subtask of querying the data warehouse for information needed to construct the HPG does not at present utilize materialized views to optimize access to the data. Constructing the HPG in main memory takes minimal time partly due to the fact that dedicated structures to hold both productions and states in the HPG have been implemented. Mining the constructed HPG for (candidate) rules takes relatively little time, approximately 50-250 ms. The time used to post-check the candidate rules mined in the previous stage is constant as well. We found that the time used to check a rule scales very well with the average rule length, indicating that no matter the length of a candidate rule in the experiment, post-checking only adds a near constant factor to the total time used. Notice that we would not expect such constant behavior to be achieved without the use of materialized views in the DBMS.
Our experiments show that both for click-and session-specific constraints, the post-checks run in almost similar time, indicating that no specific type of single constraint is more time consuming. Performing post-check on a rule for a combined click-and session-specific constraint shows a slight increase in the running time of approximately 200 ms as the average rule length is increased by 2, indicating that adding constraints on several dimensions will increase the running time slightly.
When comparing MIMER to direct queries on the subsession schema, the result is that queries on the subsession schema are several times faster than MIMER, in this case, using click-specific constraints. The subsession schema thereby proves faster at locating true rules compared to MIMER, primarily because all possible rules (of length ≤ 5) are stored explicitly, and finding rules by frequency of occurrence, utilizing materialized views, run relatively fast. In order to run click-specific constraints, the subsession queries use the LIKE statement of the SQL language to extract information "inside" the sequences stored in the schema. Note however that not all click-specific constraints can be implemented on top of the subsession schema, since some information is too finely grained to be stored in the schema, for example, the time spent on a particular page, also referred to as the dwell-time of a request.
The tables and materialized views of the subsession approach consume approximately 4.5 times the storage of MIMER for both CS and Bank. The extra space used in the subsession approach comes from the fact that each sub-sequence of clicks found in an entire session of clicks is explicitly stored. One should notice that certain constrained rules are impossible to find using the Subsession approach, for example, constraining on how long a certain page has been viewed, also referred to as the dwelltime.
In summary, we have found that the average time of post-checking a candidate rule from an HPG runs in approximately constant time, regardless of the length of the rule when utilizing materialized views. The actual running time of the post-check is also dependent on the number of constraints placed on the HPG, but not on the type of constraint as both click-and session-specific constraints run in similar time.
Compared to the direct queries on the subsession schema, MIMER performs several times worse, however the flexibility inherent in PEHA and in MIMER allows for more specialized information to be extracted from MIMER. The difference in space usage is clearly in favor of the PEHA approach. Notice that in our experiments, only subsession up to length 5 was generated, and storing longer subsessions would further increase the overhead in space required by the subsession approach.
Conclusion
Motivated by the need to combine data warehousing/DBMS and data mining technologies for Web log analysis, this chapter presented a number of approaches that combine data warehousing and data mining techniques in order to analyze Web logs. After introducing the well-known click and session DW schemas (Kimball & Merz, 2000) , the chapter presented the subsession schema which allows fast queries on sequences of page visits (Andersen et al., 2000) . Then, the chapter presented the so-called hybrid technique (Jespersen et al., 2002) , which combines DW Web log schemas (Kimball & Merz, 2000) with a data mining technique called Hypertext Probabilistic Grammars (Borges, 2000) , hereby providing fast and flexible constraintbased Web log analysis. Finally, the chapter presented the "post-check enhanced" (PEHA) improvement of the hybrid technique.
The techniques have their own pros and cons, and are suitable for different settings.
If the rather high storage use is not a problem, the subsession schema approach is both fast and easy-to-use for sequence-focused queries. If storage use is a problem or more detailed information is needed in queries, the hybrid approach performs well, albeit at the cost of possibly returning imprecise rule support counts. If absolute precision and correctness is mandatory, the PEHA approach offers validation of hybrid result rules at a reasonable cost. This chapter was the first to provide an integrated presentation of these approaches combining data warehousing and data mining techniques for Web log analysis.
